Various experimental results have been published tVesu for two years concerning the behaviour of the Kerr B constant of nematic liquid crystals in the isotropic phase near transition [1, 2, 3] , but no general conclusion could have been drawn about the law of its temperature " / dependence.
, / The short range order effects in the isotropic phase / above the transition point T Q have been theoretically g -/ discussed by De Gennes [4a] it was impossible to give the Kerr constant as a function of temperature T, but only as a function of T -Tc ; so, T* could not have been found. In the following experiments, we had very pure samples and the cells were clean and dehydrated so that Tc was constant (change less than 0.1 OC) during the experiments. Great care was taken during the measurements : a pulse method was preferred to methods using alternating voltages : the voltage was applied to the substance for a short time (-l PS) ; SO, neither heating, nor electrochemical reaction -which could change T, -took place, and, above all, space charges had no time to move in the substance and the electric field was uniform ; high voltages (up to 20 1 V applied on 2 mm) were used, which increased the precision of the birefringence measurements. Figures 1 to 5 show the inverse of the Kerr constant as a function of temperature. In a range of temperature depending on the substance, the curve is linear, and, by extrapolation, we can get a temperature T*, proving that a ( T -T*)-* law is obeyed with y = 1.
It has seemed to us of great importance to verify the consistence of the results by measuring the-temperature dependence of the magnetic birefringence of the same substances ; so, differences T, -T* for the same samples were determined by two ways as shown on the following table. One can see that differences Tc -T" are the same. For MBBA, T, -T* had already been measured by light scattering and magnetic birefringence and values different from ours had been obtained 15, 6, 71 ; the differences might be explained by differences in purity of the samples ; nevertheless our value agrees with a recent one by Johnston from electric birefringence [S] .
So, it is proved, by experiments on five different substances, that De Gennes' theory holds for the Kerr effect of nematic liquid crystals in the isotropic phase.
